




                       Editor’s Note
                                   As you prepare your nerves to be guided 
through  a comprehensive study of the successful CareerWeek 
2016 which took place between 30th January and 5th February 
2016, let me take the initiative to thank you for making our work 
easier, by contributing to the success of the event.There is no time 
like the present. Don’t wait for another time to materialize your idea, 
a single time like this second you have now doesn’t come twice. You 
can never dream of achieving a million dreams without starting to 
implement the first one. As Waceke Nduati asserts, the value of an 
idea lies in using it. An idea is no one’s age and if you don’t make 
good use of it you will die with it. Mr. Joshua Oigara the C.E.O KCB 
Bank Group tells it all out. There is so much knowledge from this 
wise man, all prepared for you.
Entrepreneurship does not necessarily mean that you need to have 
millions of money to begin, it is a slow gradual journey. It can be 
equated to a staircase. You don’t just jump from the first stair to the 
last. You begin small, begin with what you have and progressive 
growth follows.
In this issue of Career Focus magazine, we focus on how to start 
‘small’ but dream ‘big’. From the few shilling to numerous notes. 
Innovation and talent is neither left behind. You only need to flip 
through the pages, absorb your part and move on. 
You can only lead a horse to water but you cannot make it drink, it is 
now upon you to decide whether to drink from this well of knowl-
edge or not.
Enjoy your reading.

Sheila Koech.
sheila.koech1@gmail.com
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 Prof. Leonard Kisovi
For the last eight years, Kenyatta University Career Week has become 
a critical component ofthe University Calendar. As Centre for Career 
Development &amp; Placement(CCDP) we pride  ourselves of not only 
being the department behind this amazing experience but also for 
the consistent increase of value which we have ensured overtime. 
Career Week 2016 saw a great improvement in the number of 
Corporate Organizations and High Schools taking part. There was also 
a significant increase in students’ agility to benefit from Career Week. 
This can only bean indication of an increased value and successful 
execution. To this end, we would wish toextend our gratitude to all 
the partners and stakeholders who took part in Career Week 2016The 
culmination of the whole activity is normally done through a souvenir 
Magazine.CareerFocus Magazine, which we are greatly proud of. The 
Magazine serves to look into details all theaspects of professionalism 
and corporate engagement with a view to giving students a next
frontier to grow themselves professionally. Indeed, all these efforts 
put in place by Kenyatta University through CCDP should fully be uti-
lized by thestudents’ community to ensure growth of Careers.As we 
look into 2017 Edition of Career Week, we can only expect the best 
and prepare for the same. We invite you to walk with us through the 
journey of growing Careers and Professionalism among students of 
Kenyatta University.

From the Academic Secretary’s desk.
KUSA under the office of the Academic Secretary has always 
worked hand in hand with the Career office to ensure that the 
career week is a success. This year our efforts bore more fruit 
beyond our own expectations and both high school and Univer-
sity Students greatly benefited.
As it is our main objective that all Kenyatta university students 
are effectively exposed to the cooperate world,  this year we 
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succeeded with cooperate bigwigs like KCB and Nation 
media group taking part.
As we move on,  we can guarantee All Comrades of more of 
such activities that will expose them to the cooperate world 
and a better and more thrilling Career week in the next Aca-
demic year.
Wishing all comrades success in their endeavours and my 
God bless Kenyatta university.
Thank you.

                     
                      Nick Humphrey Waithaka
                KUSA, Academic Secretary.
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By Amwayi Kennedy

It was once a pregnant idea when we had our first meeting in October 2015.
As an enthusiastic mother waiting for the new born, that is how my mind was. 
I used to imagine at one time that it is a mere dream, until it came to pass. An 
Experience for sure I can boast of and say yes we made it a success.
Career Week 2016 was a glamorous experience. One of its own never seen be-
fore at Kenyatta university. It was an experience moment for both students and 
staff as they were made to understand what’s unique about them. It all started 
with motivation from Pepe Minambo who reminded students to be inspired 
before they expire, lesson from Waceke Nduati and many other distinguished 
personalities. For once the term entrepreneurship was able to resonate with 
students from different faculties. Lucy Njogu was there to remind us not to dis-
miss our Ideas and Hon Florence Kajuju, women representative Meru County, 
was also there to spark political literacy to the budding entrepreneurs. There 
was something for everyone.
My click moment was during the presentation from C.E.O Marketing Society 
of Kenya, MsWaithera Ng’ang’a, when I was constantly referred to as “the man 
in slim blue tie”. For once I felt that I was truly reciprocating the marketing the-
ory we learn in class, that positioning yourself is key in determining the sales 
you make. PhylisWakiang’a was also in the house with her humble personality. 
Ultimately Joshua Oigara crowned it all from his sharp..NIAJE…to an invoking 
question “what wakes you up?”
It was also a great experience working with the organizing committee and 
committed ushers and ambassadors who made the week a success. I can bet to 
my last coin that this event will forever be cherished in our minds.

The Writer is a third year student in the school of Economics. He is the Head of Career 
Week Ambassadors and was also a member of the Career Week Organizing Committee.

Career Week 2016 Memories At a Glance
By Sheila Koech
Career week 2016 was one of its own kind. It witnessed an amazingly high 
number of companies, personalities, talents and innovations: All under one 
roof. It was a hub of entrepreneurial minds converged and ready to learn 
from a similar pool. This year’s career week is celebrated to have been the 
largest career fair ever witnessed in Kenyatta University. 
The event which attracted close to 20,000 high school students and a range 
of distinguished personalities took place at the Kenyatta University Grad-
uation Square, contrary to the previous year’s whereby the Amphitheatre 
and Bishop Squares had been the only venues. This is a mark of progressive 
improvement, courtesy of the Kenyatta University Career Office. Very great 
words from the guests couldn’t go untapped:

JOSHUA OIGARA, CEO, KCB Bank Group
He was the Chief Guest of Career Week 2016.
“The main force that should keep you going each day is not what time you 
wake up, but rather what wakes you up at that time. Always keep your feet 
on the ground, no matter how high you soar. Every big story has a small 
beginning. You must always have a target and timelines, and at every time 
you must strive to hit your target.”

PEPE MINAMBO, Chief Guest during the High School Day. He is a 
motivational Speaker and Writer of Inspirational books. 
“Within inspiration there is Exposure “. There are only two things that can change 
you: The books you read and the people you meet. Self-discipline is the most 
useful tool in building a person, without it, you will abuse your
 personality.”
Pepe Minambo has written many inspirational books including Be Inspired 
before You Expire and Beyond Limits.

WACEKE NDUATI OMANGA, Founder and CEO of Centonomy Ltd
Her main focus was on wealth creation. 
“Wealth is a multiplication of existent resources. Money can be used as a tool for 
life, but money itself isn’t life. Start with what you have, work harder, earn money, 
buy things and keep going. Don’t ever lose the essence of who you are. The only 
difference between entrepreneurs and anybody else is the fact that they can see 
things differently. An idea is not anybody’s age. The value of an idea lies in using 
it.”

JOHNSON MWAKAZI, Managing Editor, Fountain Media Group. 
“In making business a tool for sustainable growth, it has to start with global think-
ing. Focus on sustainable development goals. Begin with solving the problems that 
you have. Begin small and you will rise gradually.”

DR. LUCY NJOGU,
“Entrepreneurship in today’s time encompasses a number of tools. Interconnected 
supply chain and a willingness to try out new ventures is one sure way of being the 
person you want to be. You have to set lifetime goals, set a scale of your self-belief, 
have a plan B. Understanding of oneself and the ability of self-application sums it 
all up.”

WAITHERA NG’ANG’ACEO, MARKETING SOCIETY OF KENYA
“Dress for the image and the work you want. Think of your worth in terms of 
hours. Don’t expect a seat when you bring nothing to the table”. Always network 
with a purpose and a goal in mind.”
HON. FLORENCE KAJUJU, WOMEN REPRESENTATIVE, MERU COUNTY
“Integrity is doing the right thing when nobody is watching. It is being true 
to oneself. There is a need for integrity at all places as this will define your 
character.”
PHYLLIS WAKIANGA, CEO KENYA ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS 
(KMA)
“A brand has ceased to be what you say about a product or what you tell your 
customers but what the customers tell others about your product.”
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1. Students listening to career talk during 
   the High school day.
2.C.E.O KCB Bank Group,Joshua Oiagara    
   & team from KCB with Prof. Olive Mu
   genda
3.Ms. Lucy Njogu C.E.O Lyntons pharma
   cy  adressing students during career
   week.
4.Phyllis wakiaga C.E.O Kenya Associa      
   tion of Manufactures adressing the 
   students  during career week.
5.A singer from Kelele Takatifu entertain  
   ing the audience.
6.Students being taken through exhibi-
tion by various university departments.
7.Joshua Oigara giving his adress during 
   official opening of Career Week 2016.
8.Kenyatta University staff and students 
   follow proceedings during a career talk.
9.Prof. Wangari Mwai, acting DVC
   (Administration), giving  her remarks.
10.Guests during the official opening  of 
     Career Week 2016.
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11. Dr. Edwin Gimode, Director, student Affairs listening to 
       a talk during the High School Career day.
12.  Former Director CCDP, Prof. Peter Karanja and Senior 
       Career Advisor CCDP, Kenneth Njoroge  during official 
       opening of Career Week.
13. Pepe Minambo an inspirational speaker  during Career 
      Week 2016.
14. Former VC  Prof. Olive Mugenda welcoming Career   
      Week guests at her office.





•Being a young leader, what’s your inspiration? What 
made you have the urge to be a CEO by 
the age of 40?

Growing up, my ambition was always to be a CEO of a blue chip 
company by the time I was 40, although at that time I wasn’t 
exactly sure what company it will be. I have always believed 
background doesn’t define who you are; it is a platform to cat-
apult you to unimaginable heights that you wish to achieve. All 
along, I have always believed there is no shortcut to prosperity. It 
is only through sheer hard work and resilience that an individual 
can achieve his or her dreams.  Over the years I have come to 
learn that you must be willing to do what you think you cannot 
do. You have to envision yourself achieving those dreams which 
your mind tells you that you cannot achieve. This will require 
you to have unmeasured ambition that drives you to put in the 
necessary hours. 

•How did you begin this journey to greatness?

Earlier on in my career, I undertook a Management Develop-
ment Programme at the Duke University. While I was there I 
met some of the then youngest CEOs in the world. These people 
greatly challenged my thinking and made me believe that truly 
climbing the professional ladder is not a preserve of those with 
numerous years in their feathers. I also live by one motto – doing 
my best is the only thing I have got. I see life as a marathon. 
When you are racing in a marathon, you run knowing it is the 
only race you have got and you will not get second chances in 
that particular race.

•You went out of Kenya for further studies, what’s your 
view on the Kenyan system of education and what 
word do you have for those who are still in the system? 
Should they also seek elsewhere

I got an opportunity to study out of Kenya earlier in my life. My 
base was here in Kenya, and it is the base that matters most. I 
studied at the University of Nairobi for my Bachelor of Com-
merce (accounting option) degree. We have some of the best 
rated educational institutions in Africa and the world as well. 
In the Webometrics ranking of January 2016, in which over 
24,000 world institutions were ranked, our universities one of 
them Kenyatta University were ranked very well in Africa. The 
introduction of free primary education has given many children 
an opportunity to enroll to school. There has been calls from 
all sectors to increase the number of our public universities to 
create spaces for

By Sheila Koech and Kennedy Muchiri.

At the helm of Kenya’s largest bank by asset, 
Kenya Commercial Bank Group is a relatively 
young but bright man. A man who has had 
his corporate path decorate with gold, from 
the admired Bamburi Cement to KCB Bank 
Group. So, who is Joshua Oigara, really? 
Career Focus team caught up with Mr. Oigara 
to demystify the brilliance behind this man.

JOSHUA OIGARA
C.E.O Kenya Commercial Bank
group
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•You’ve worked in KCB for three years now what challenges 
have you met?
When I joined KCB, I knew where I was headed to and was focused on 
driving the business to continue with the trend that had been set by my 
predecessor. One thing that I found in place was the benefit of having 
one of the best teams in the Bank. The fact that I am surrounded by some 
of the best minds; a brilliant team ensured that the journey was smooth 
sailing. The banking Industry is diverse, there are several crisis that hit 
the industry; interest rates increments to align with the Central Bank 
of Kenya’s decisions, this affects our loaning facilities , the dollar rates 
and even political crisis. Especially for us, KCB is the biggest bank in the 
region, we are often affected by instability in some countries we operate 
in for example Burundi and South Sudan. However each industry has its 
challenge and facing the challenge is part of this role. For us we want to 
take KCB to Africa and beyond despite the challenges faced. 

I am a firm believer that in order to achieve greatness, we must begin 
to benchmark ourselves on a global level. It is important to benchmark 
yourself alongside those in your industry, but we have to go a step fur-
ther and think regional, think global in order to expand your potential 
greatly. As a bank, we have benchmarked ourselves against our regional 
and global counterparts. This has put a lot into focus on how we run our 
business and greatly changed our perspective in order to drive resil-
ience.  I therefore dream of a bank that can comfortably compete on a 
global platform through unique product offering and excellent customer 
service.

•Now tell us something about your own life, what keeps you 
going?
I grew up in a very humble family. My parents believed 
education was the best thing they could give my siblings and I. I have 
worked very hard to be where I am today. One thing that I pray for each 
day is to see Africa’s economic growt. I want to see Africa arise. 
Africa’s economic pulsehas quickened, infusing the continent with a 
new commercial vibrancy. Telecommunications, banking, and retailing 
are flourishing. Construction is booming. Private-investment inflows 
are surging. I want to live to see Africa young people depend on Africa, 
become innovators and entrepreneurs as well as succeeding in their 
continent. 

•Other than being a CEO, what else do you do?
My job is demanding, and this is what I do every day. I won’t even get a 
minute to do anything else most days, I wake up early and sleep late. I 
have few hobbies though, I read. And not just books on finance. I read 
books on governance, 
development and motivation. Of late am I to keeping fit, I try to do 21km 
kilometers of running when I get the chance. I set aside the weekends for 
my family, take the children to play some tennis and swim. 

•What’s the one big advice that you have for undergraduates 
with entrepreneurial minds, and to the upcoming CEOs?
There is no short-cut to success. You can’t just hope and pray. Hope is not 
a strategy. You must be willing to put in more time than everyone else to 
be better. It is only through hard work and determination that we achieve 
our goals. There is no one formula for success and everyone must forge 
their own path and write their chapter. And of course if you are an as-
piring CEO then you must be willing to put in the hard work to expand 
your knowledge base beyond your profession.
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By Enos Jardson Brian
 
Many a times we all desire change in our lives or even in our 
environment. But it has always been very difficult to achieve 
due to the fear of confronting our past, accepting the present 
yet focusing on the “changed” future. 
In stopping corruption, tribalism, nepotism, political intol-
erance and embracing the rule of law, human rights, equity 
and justice to all Kenyan society, we must hence be ready for 
a painful and difficult process of change, like the story of an 
eagle:
The eagle has the longest life-span of its species. It can live up 
to seventy years but to reach this age, the eagle must make 
a hard decision. In its 40th year its long and flexible talons 
can no longer grab prey which serves as food Its long and 
sharp beak becomes bent It`s old-aged and heavy wings, due 
to their thick feathers, stick to its chest and make it difficult 
to fly. Then, the eagle is left with only two options: DIE or 
go through a painful process of CHANGE which lasts 150 
days. The process requires that the eagle fly to a mountain 
top and sit on its nest then the eagle knocks its beak against 
a rock until it plucks it out. Then the eagle will wait for a new 
beak to grow back and then it will pluck out its talons. When 

its new talons grow back, the eagle starts plucking its old-aged 
feathers and after five months, the eagle takes its famous flight of 
rebirth and lives for thirty more years.
Why is change needed? Many times, in order to survive we have 
to start a change process. We sometimes have to get rid of old 
memories, habits, and other past traditions. Only freed from 
past burdens, can we take advantage of the present? NOT until 
we make real sacrifices, we are not ready for change, and the 
status quo will always rule us. 

The writer is a third year student in the School of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, Kenyatta University. He was also a 
member of the organizing committee, Career Week 2016. 

THE COST
OF CHANGE
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By Triza Nyakundi

“someni vijana ! na msome kwa bidii kwani mwisho
wa kusoma,mtapata kazi nzuri sana.” As enticing as this famous old ad-
age chorale is articulated, it is reducing careers to paper focus. We really 
don’t mind much about what one can be able to do, as long as you’ve got 
a certificate or a degree then you are certified for a certain job, right?
Let’s go back into practical aspect of the matter and ask ourselves, what 
different things are the developed countries doing that makes them 
much ahead? China for instance produces these cars most of us are 
anticipating. Innovation, skill and talent that has earned the country 
income and employment.
Entrepreneurship is more than just paper, it requires humans who 
have the capacity to be creative enough to match the demands for new 
products and consumer behavior and the organization. This in turn 
enhances innovative activities that can meet and satisfy the needs of the 
consumer.
Beside normal learning, entrepreneurship can be enhanced by identi-
fication of potential talents among young people and exploiting them 
to meet consumer demand and I sure say, the work output from this 
is beyond standard as activities are borne out of interest and skill, and 
mostly something that one can find fun and satisfaction in doing it 
again and again, so no stress is exerted. This incorporated with tech-
nology which speeds up learning and spreading of discoveries makes 
it easier to manifest and commercialize acquired skills and knowledge 
within an organization.

Entrepreneurship is not only taught in paper as a common unit in 
Kenyatta University, it is far beyond this. It is all about identifying op-
portunity, seizing it and making something worth mentioning out of it. 
The annual event of career week organized by the institution is one big 
avenue to entrepreneurship. Corporate exhibitions and talks are a sure 
mind and eye opener that are only visible to those with a keen eye.

The writer is a third year student in the school of 
Environmental Sciences.

S

A Letter to the Entrepreneurs
By Ng’ang’a Patrick

Dear Reader,
For generations a monumental sculpture of the social-economic status of the 
first world countries has been accolade as to that of second and third world 
countries. The triumphant acquisition of the embedded title is articulately sup-
ported by the existing revolution gap amongst the world countries. Evidently, 
the interrelation of different human ethnicity accrued together all over the 
world is what brought life to the existing global market. The human craving for 
mastery and survival in its surrounding environment has surely instigated the 
rampant economic revolution and career development.
The backbone of entrepreneurship is based upon skill and innovation. The 
untapped potential of the human mind is truly shocking, thus our thinking 
capability is a goldmine and needs to be well utilized. Entrepreneurship, as per 
current events has emerged as the leading gladiator on career settlement. The 
mojo of people wanting to be their own bosses has become a global contagion. 
Talent, innovation and technology are all intertwined factors that foster entre-
preneurship establishment, growth and enhancement. Talent, that unique skill 
one possesses in a specific field. Innovation entails creativity; coming up with 
ideas that stand out, that idea that is different and makes a difference.  Technol-
ogy is a practical application of scientific knowledge. The existing relationship 
amongst this factors builds a foundation on the social-economic outcomes that 
can arises if they are fully exploited. Business survival and domination in the 
existing global economy solely falls upon the talent, innovation and technology 
that exists in its carnal shell (management and employee make-up). It takes 
talent to run businesses and ensure that its set standards are meet and goals are 
achieved. Innovation ensures that the business has more to offer to the market. 
Technology enables the business to effectively and efficiently run its operations. 
Clearly; talent, innovation and technology are interdependent on another in 
business operations thus stating their importance need be associated with 
entrepreneurship.  
Not to sound corny, but intelligence is important. One need to be able to learn, 
adapt and respond to situations with a mindset armed with education and 
instinct. Not everything is taught, to attain we must have the ability to think 
outside the box in day to day life.





5 TIPS TO GET
A JOB WHILE IN CAMPUS

By Kevin Kipkirui Koech

You don’t necessarily have to be someone’s employee when you finish 
school. An idea is a multibillion dollar project. Invest in one. Investing 
doesn’t begin after the 8-4-4 system, it is as worthy as any other treasure. 
Coming up with a new product or service which has never existed before 
is invention, innovation is the mother of invention. However, improving 
an existing product or service by its quality, value, finding new market, 
alternative raw materials, and new ways of making it is value addition.
Now these two terms exist to a person is yearning for something be it 
monetary, self-satisfaction, to please, to revenge or to make work easier. 
Results of past experiences mostly low affinity to monetary and aiming to 
have a better living. Entrepreneurship is the mother of the two. It is the 
creation of new product or service with devotion of effort and time with-
out fear of risk while expecting rewards be they monetary, self-satisfaction 
or achievement.

New scientific or technical idea and the means of its embodiment or 
accomplishment. To be patentable, an invention must be novel, have 
utility, and be non-obvious. To be called an invention, an idea only needs 
to be proven as workable. But to be called an innovation, it must also be 
replicable at an economical cost, and must satisfy a specific need. That’s 
why only a few inventions lead to innovations because not all of them are 
economically feasible.
Innovation is a new idea, more effective device or process viewed as the 
application of better solutions that meet new requirements, unarticulated 

needs, or existing market needs.

An entrepreneur is expected to pitch to investors/angels/VCs and the followin are 
tips to make the deck a success;

1.Empathy map-all human senses connected to 
your innovation
2.Be original/ your concept idea
3.Do not worry about your financial estima-
tion-since you are poor anyway you could not 
have pitched
4.Relate your idea to social impact in the com-
munity
5.Show confidence that you own the idea and 
are energetic to achieve it.

The writer is a third year student taking Biomedical Engineering, Kenyatta University. He 
is also the founder Biomed Innovations Kenya-R&D Orthopedic Artificial Patella Implant 
(Chandaria Business Innovation and Incubation Centre).
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By Douglas Logedi

“There are no jobs after you graduate from school.” 

That is a common line among the elite in our varsities. You have probably 
heard that more than once and said it at least once in your campus life. The 
question is not whether there are jobs but rather whether there are people 
for the jobs. Majority of the varsity students are trapped in the Pseudopodia 
of being average until they do not realize that there is a whole epidermis 
below them. That must sound so much like the Biology class you equally 
hated back in high school. The average student mentality is the real enemy to 
young people especially upon their graduation. The average student mental-
ity is basically an inner urge for the student to remain average, compete with 
average people, live average lives and die an average death. They even want to 
hang out at average places, marry average partners have average ownership 
and the cycle continues. 
                                        Where are jobs?
The simple fact that a student wakes up and discovers all of a sudden that 
they need a job is sickening. When you are in University, it is your chance to 
learn how to make choices. The painful truth is that even before you coopt 
this basic skill, you have already made the wrong moves. The average student 
mentality tells you that you will seek for a job after you graduate. And when 
the 8,000 graduates are given “Powers to read” by the University, all enter a 
jungle of job searching. A jungle where even the strongest do not survive. 
Desperation sets in 6 months after graduation when you notice that the jobs 
are actually becoming hard to come by. Then you notice that you are almost 
a permanent member of KTN (Kenya Tarmacking Network). In desperation, 
the candidates then employ a formula called splash and pray. They write the 
same cover letter and Resume and splash it across all firms that they know 
and pray that someone in any of the companies sees it. Does this work? 
Never.
The truth is that job search is a process rather than an event. It does not hap-
pen all over a sudden. The employers have the jobs but you must develop a 
relationship with the job market before you can court it for employment. It is 
like marriage. You do not wake up some day and decide to get married. It is 
a process. One with highs and lows. There are jobs all over the place but you 
must get out of the shell and network. Do something that will bring change 
in the society and the society will embrace you through multiple opportuni-
ties? If there are no jobs, how comes some people get more than 3 job offers?

                   Library Kids and Spoilt Rich Kids
Am probably sounding more like the devil in this statement. Let me embrace 
that for a moment. Listen, the library is an awesome place. It is the most 
peaceful place to study and the best when you want to pass exams. No won-
der it is the most crowded of places across campus. It is where first classes are 
made. The internet in the library is also the best connection you have across 
campus. You are likely to download The Shannara Chronicles (this is an awe-
some series by the way) in less than 30 minutes and you have a whole season. 
The library also has some of the most beautiful and handsome people across 
campus, for your eyes only. Unfortunately, no recruiter comes to the library 
when looking for interns or even employees. They go to the Career office, the 
Career fairs, the campus club events and the networking events. Unfair as 
that sounds, it is the reality of life. You will graduate with a very bogus first 
class and I will proudly join the list of people calling you half-baked because 
that is exactly what you are. 

 In America, every kid starts working in their second year in college. No 
wonder they are full baked. Get yourself out of the library and do something 
for your life. Take part in competitions, start a business, do an internship, 
lead a group, network, play a game, dance, just do anything else. 
For the rich spoilt kids, am not going so hard on you because your case is 
a little terminal. Unless a real miracle happens, you will be killed by your 
parents’ money. Y the way, how is a man in his fourth year still relying on his 
parents for money? That aside, if you are to get that job without having to 
splash and pray, simply get out of your father’s pocket for a while. In fact, try 
getting him in your pocket. Let me stop this here before I land in prison.

                                      Poor Education System
 This is the commonplace for all people who are looking for 
somewhere to throw a blame. Let’s all start smiling as I throw the insults on 
the most vulnerable party (deservedly so). The education system in Kenya 
is more of a mental daily cramming exercise than a life changing period of 
teaching oneself. The education system teaches people rather than educating 
them. In the definition of all crazy people, education is what remains 
after you forget all that you learnt in school. For most people, this equals 
nothing. In a good education system, there would be more focus on the 
skills acquired rather than the quantity of theory you can memorize. I wish 
I learnt in such a system that develops talent rather than developing useless 
employees. I wish I learnt in a system that acknowledges that not all people 
are mental memorization masters. But hey, that is just a wish. Let us get back 
to reality. Such a system is not in Kenya and it is somewhere in the ocean 
sailing towards us. It won’t dock tomorrow. 
 The only painful thing about our education system is that it trains 
us to depend rather than provide. It trains the girls to be feminists and de-
pendents and boys to be soft and careless. That put together is called laziness. 
An education system that helps is one that teaches independence. One that 
teaches you to use what you have to get what you don’t have morally. One 
that teaches you to appreciate talent more than wealth and education. One 
that teaches you to be experienced at a young age. All these the laziness of 
the modern campus kid. Wake up and get the best out of the caucus. You 
have to learn to scratch the nut until you can find some even when the nut is 
a stone in the making.
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By Nyakiti Brian.

                    VALIDITY OF YOUR DEGREE
You might as well pause and mourn with me! For the 
demise of the high standards bequeathed to our institu-
tions of higher learning, which are loosely dangling in 
massive obloquy as comrades have downtrodden on every 
aspect of the reputation of these fountains of knowledge. 
Kenyan institutions of higher learning have been breeding 
grounds for mafia groups, whose motive are no better 
than sinister.  A worrying state that by all means, should 
be countered with immediate effect.
#it is only in Kenyan institutions that bearded toddlers, 
who are undeniably far from their teens, behave in a 
manner that is questionably, not for their caliber. The 
much they can do to exhaust themselves, is imbibe more 
of consumer-unfriendly liquor which has rendered a good 
number of them impotent and of ‘poor performance’ as 
their female counterparts exclaim . Now the high profile 
institutions are carrying high the tag drinking dens, in 
spite of the scholarly atmosphere that is viable for inno-
vations and tremendous inventions in the phase of vision 
2030. 
The damsels are no better. Armed with identity crisis, they 
will spew every other corridor of these institutions with 
kids’ fashion, as they seldom make reasonable escapades 
in their closets. They expose more flesh, which is squarely, 
the devious reason why they won’t save themselves from 
the uncalled for stripping by matatu touts, who wouldn’t 
let even the tiniest cleavage walk away without false ap-
praisal.  In their brief skirts, they will tend to sway around 
not hiding the even the ominous parts, which seem more 
pronounced in these not-so-pleasing teensy-weensy sleet-
ed toddler skirts. Not even their parents are in a position 
of swallowing the pinching truth!

The laboratories, which since time immemorial hitherto have 
been the outlet conduits for scientists who have paved way for 
reasonable discoveries, now are facing a meager state of intellectu-
als, who seem to be contented by the discoveries of Isaac Newton 
and are palpably ready to quench their insatiable thirst for etha-
nol, which they can even hardly prepare in the lab.

After a 4-year course of ‘’ups and downs’’, where HELB came in 
when you needed it most for your own personal ends, you invite 
us to your graduation ceremony. Even your toothless grand-
mother back in the village is not spared the hectic and tedious 
journey so as to witness the incompetent grandchild shelve a 
bachelor’s degree, which is way below the standards expected. 
Besides, ‘degree ni harambee’, and yours was largest, as your fellow 
students contributed more than you did. Now you are at the dais, 
rubbing away the guilt of incompetence and bowing your head for 
the honors of your communal degree.
And you say your degree isn’t useless? Besides, what much can 
you do with your second lower division degree in this dynamic 
world of today, that calls for high professional skills? Meanwhile, 
job well done to those who are hugging books, rather than idle 
counterparts. At least they are on a noble discourse to articulate 
the future proficiently.
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The FATHER of
Budding writters
By Nellie Akungu
I first met Gabriel in 2014, when I was a Career Ambassador for Career Office. He 
was the chief Ambassador (the leader). I never knew that the idea of the Career 
Office Ambassador was actually his brainchild. That was until I heard of the whole 
story behind this young man.  I couldn’t believe that Gabriel was not an employee 
of Career Office, because he was by all means. Little did I know that he was just a 
volunteer! Having known him, I started following him closely and realized that he 
was so passionate in writing. This guy, is now the ‘father’ of passionate writers, 
but let’s trace his journey.

A fifth born child in a family of six from Homa-bay County is the ever smiling and 
ambitious Gabriel Dinda. The father of budding writers and the CEO of Writers 
Guild Kenya.  Honestly, every time I meet Gabriel I get inspired before he talks. This 
is because of how he carries himself. If I told you that he is the father of budding 
Writers, you wouldn’t believe me. That’s until you meet him. I caught up with him in 
one of his ever busy days just to get a glimpse of what really drives this young man.

                                           Who is Gabriel Dinda. 
Gabriel Dinda demonstrates himself as a naturally passionate and motivated writer. 
He is an entrepreneur and a father by all means to writers. He is a finalist Student of 
Economics and finance at Kenyatta University apart from being the Founder of Writ-
ers Guild-Kenya and other projects.When he joined Kenyatta University, he says that 
he knew very well that he was destined to do something great, but he didn’t know 
which field that ‘something’ would be. It later turned out to be in the little known and 
neglected writing field. 
                                                The Motivation
 Having been fully convinced that he was meant to do ‘something’ great, Gabriel 
started trial and error. He used his first HELB Loan to purchase a camera. So, he 
became a photojournalist. He mostly worked with clubs. He quotes Accounting 
Students Association (ASA), as the club which he majorly worked with. So, during 
their activities he would take their photos and thereafter get something ‘small’ from. 
This went on until he made a mistake. He made posters, and pinned in Kenyatta 
University inviting students who wanted the photography services to go to his room 
in Kilimambogo, Room 43A. This was wrong. According to University policies, no 
business would be conducted in University premises. He was summoned at Security 
offices, and that frustrated his photography journey, putting this journey to an end. 
During this time, Gabriel had another passion. He used to write articles on topical 
issues, and post in the notice board for students to read. Again, this was illegal as 
the University did not allow any unauthorized notice or article to be circulated to 
students through official University Notice board. To avoid, what happened to his 
photography, he one day wrote about Careers and presented to Centre for Career 
Development and Placement(CCDP), for approval, before it was circulated.
 He met, Mr. Monari, the then administrator. He went through the article and liked 
it.He was asked whether he could be an Editor of Career Focus Magazine (publica-
tion of the office). He said yes, and the ‘yes’ started his writing journey. A journey, 
which today has given him a new name; Father of budding Writers! A father, at just 
the age of 23. As an Editor of Career Focus Magazine, he was automatically entitled 
to represent the team in Career Week Organizing Committee. In the community, 
other qualities of this strict but ever smiling young man emerged. Innovation and 
Creativity. He came up with Career Week Ambassadors Program, an initiative which 
greatly increased awareness about Career Week, increased students welfare in relation 
to engaging with the office. The program has today been adopted by Kenyatta Univer-
sity through the office and is conducted annually. Even as the Chief Ambassador, he 
still managed to continue with his writing passion. He wrote for a number of blogs 
including Capital Campus (Subsidiary of Capital FM). He became popular in social 
media and on the ground. For all the right reasons. He soon got other responsibil-
ities. He was appointed the Founding Editor of Campanile Magazine, a magazine 
which he helped develop from scratch. In fact, the name ‘Campanile’ was suggested 
by him in a meeting with the Editorial team which together with his co-editor, John 
Muchiri had formed. Other avenues of writing opened up including serving in other 
magazines outside K.U. Soon, his name became a household name. Gabriel Dinda.

who was ‘born and bred’ in Centre for Career Development and Placement (CCDP) through Career 
Week.

In serving in such capacities as Editor and writer, he met a number of writ-
ers, most of whom trusted him with their writing. But was he a professional 
writer? Did he have the moral authority to comment on written pieces? No! 
He belonged in financial sector, by all means.
As much as the writers trusted him with their writing, he too had his own 
problems. By then he had written a manuscript; Campus Confessions, 
which he had submitted to one of the publishers.
In addition, he had been introduced to someone in one of the media hous-
es. So, he used to write and submit to them. Of the two, there was some-
thing common in them; they both had nothing good for this ‘small’ writer. 
The publishers haven’t replied till date. The media house used to reply him 
by way of publishing his story, but introducing someone else’s byline. That 
wasn’t good for an ambitious writer. So, Gabriel evaluated the three in-
stances provided to him: young writers trusting him with their articles, pub-
lishers declining to get back to him, and media house short changing him 
and he made one conclusion; To start a platform, an outfit which will reply 
‘small’ writers in time, help them grow, expose them and provide them with 
all they need to get the best out of their writing passion. So, what would this 
platform be? This is what would later be known as Writers Guild Kenya.
                            Challenges experienced along the way.
Gabriel declines to comment on any challenges he faced saying that’ he 
would not wish to give challenges “too much airtime” since challenges are 
meant to grow passion.

                                                       Awards.
1.He was awarded as Top 25 under 25 Entrepreneurship Award, 
2015
2.He was also awarded as an Exemplary Leader by Student Leader-
ship of Kenyatta University in 2015 and Africa’s Most Promising 
3.Entrepreneur in Africa’s Liberty & Entrepreneurship Camp in 
Uganda, 2014. 

Parting short- “2 Colossians 4:23: Whatever you do, work at it with all your 
heart, as for the Lord, not for Men.
Proverbs 16.3: Commit your works unto the LORD, and your thoughts shall 
be established. 

Contact Gabriel Dinda:
Email: olewedinda@gmail.com



Here comes 
the new ‘sportpesa’ 
in campus.

Ever thought writing can earn you money? Well writing is the 
major source of livelihood for a huge percentage of university 
students. Writing is by far better than Sportpesa betting, and 
sustains most students especially those who cannot express their 
thoughts in words. There are various forms and types of writing. 
Online writing is the one which has greatly taken over the minds 
of campus students. A keen look into this shows that around 
70% of students in Kenyatta University obtain their money from 
writing research articles for international students in order to 
be paid in return. The other 30% either survive on their parents’ 
money while others resolve to part time jobs. 

Writing for money can be enjoyable though at times too tedious. 
When doing online writing there are many categories where 
one chooses from ranging from fashion and design, business, 
relationships, health and lifestyle. A person does not have to 
be a trained writer in order to do this kind of writing. What is 
needed is only some Basic English and proper research. It’s that 
simple. Many graduates have even end up doing writing and are 
now driving big cars and live in great apartments. This is called 
writing with a goal to achieve.

However, contrary to this comes passionate writing; this is writ-
ing from deep within, it comes unconditionally and the styles 
come in flows. This kind of writing is the one that many literary 
writers use. This kind of writing serves to pass some information 
to some audience and it requires skill and regular practice, they 
say practice makes perfect. Passionate writing is evident in many 
poetic and narrative writers, the theme and characters all come 
in a captivating manner creating avid imaginations in a reader’s 
mind.  Passionate writing also pays, however its payments come 
slowly since one has to be recognized as a writer, their work edit-
ed, published and then the books sold out. The products of this 
kind of writing are majorly used in learning institutions.
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Blogging is yet another upcoming form of writing whereby one 
specializes in a certain area, say relationships and love matters, they 
then create their own website where they will be posting their arti-
cles within their area of specialization. Blogging is a more competi-
tive arena since your earnings will depend on the readership of your 
blog; that is how many people will visit your blog. Once your blog 
has become popular enough, some companies may wish to advertise 
through it and this serves as an avenue of earning money.

Many people think writing is for students who do English and 
Literature alone, but this belief has been proven to be a big lie since 
anybody can write. And out of it, many have managed to escape the 
rather too squeezed job industry in Kenya.

By Sheila Koech
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As we celebrate the success of the tenth Career fair 2016, it is 
prudent to remember that a stitch in time saves nine. Whenever 
you find a portal, you need to cover it before it widens. Similar-
ly, whenever you find opportunity, grab it before it is too late.
Career week 2016 was one of a kind. It was the best to ever 
happen since the introduction of Career Week in Kenyatta Uni-
versity. We witnessed close to 20,000 high school students from 
more than 200 schools all over the country converge at the KU 
graduation square. Many Corporates and Companies were able 
to interact, all under one roof despite the competition factor.

It was a chance for university students to meet and converse 
one on one with their potential employers. Many students were 
able to showcase their talents, innovations as well as sell their 
ideas. Basically everyone had their share of fun.
Career Week is an annual one week event organized by the 
Kenyatta University Career office. Through this, many students 
have managed to find their way into the job market. Students 
have also managed to secure internships and attachments with 
the various companies that take part in Career week.
In this regard, let me say thank you once again to everyone who 
committed themselves to making the event a success.

By Kenneth Njoroge 
Senior Career Advisor, Kenyatta University.

Make use of every opportunity 
that comes your way.

                                Is it Time?

Most entrepreneurs do not even think about launching their 
own businesses until they are in their 30s, 40s or even 50s, 
after years of experience. Experience is the best teacher, they 
say, but did you know that past experience doesn’t matter 
when it comes to being an entrepreneur? In fact, experience 
is limited in nature. It glories in the past and is influenced 
by exposure and orientation. It shouldn’t be used to predict 
the future of becoming an entrepreneur because experience 
assumes that you will work in the same environment and cer-
tain factors may be replicated. This is not always true. Could 
this be the reason we are encountering many unsuccessuful 
entrepreneurs in the market, who cannot identify a need or a 
gap today? Could they be limiting themselves on the basis of 
the experience? 

If for instance you observe carefully in Hollywood, when they 
want to portray an entrepreneur in a movie, then he is shown 
in his early 20s, may or may not have a college degree, is 
probably wearing jeans, or in an unkempt state. That stereo-
type may appeal to our interest in a narrative where geeks take 
over the world, but mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook; 
- inspired vision is absolutely only a part of the entrepreneur-
ship story.

This year’s career week comes with packages of opportunities 
for those who want and would wish to be future entrepre-
neurs. Time and tide wait for no man so, grab that opportuni-
ty like no one’s business. Make a difference today in your life 
by adapting the changes in the technology that have brought 
lots of the opportunities in Kenyatta University. Go for it today 
and enjoy the serene comfort of being an entrepreneur outside 
your comfort zone





6 Most Annoying Habits in Campus

By Sheila Koech

1. It is so annoying to find someone overtaking a queue 
in any food outlet, especially mess. Imagine all the other 
students are patiently queuing and then out of nowhere 
someone emerges and goes straight to the counter. That’s 
so unethical.
Check that if you know you are a character, lest you be 
captured by the cameras.
2. Putting on big wigs and weaves then you sit in the 
front. 
This is common with a few ladies, and to make it worse 
they are restless, their heads are ever shaking so they are 
a big nuisance to the others seated behind them. This is 
not to mean weaves are bad, but just try to moderate the 
sizes.
3. Occupying the whole path. At times along the path-
ways of KU you might be in a rush and then you find 
a solid team dragging, maybe from a class. So instead 
of them allowing you to pass, they keep ignoring even 
having known that you are in a rush.... Common sense 
guys!!! Let us try to apply traffic rules however in this 
situation we can term them as pathway etiquette. Always 
have some space for at least one person to pass even if 
there is no one coming.
4. Not concentrating in class then you keep on asking 
“amesema nini?” This kind of behavior is really irritat-
ing. Let class time be class time, but I don’t mean people 
should start being bookworms.
5. In KU we are lucky to have plenty of resources includ-
ing a well-equipped computer Centre. However, a big 
shame on those guys who keep staring at the computer 
and yet they are doing nothing. Someone sits there for 
three hours on Facebook alone, while there is another 
student in the same room urgently looking for a free 
computer to finish a takeaway assignment. 
My friend that comp wasn’t designed for you alone. 
Comrades must have equal use of such resources.
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6. Lastly, KU mess cashiers should be ready with coins at 
all times. It is so annoying to be carrying mess hand-
outs everywhere, some even end up getting lost. Every 
shilling should be accounted for. It is so ironic that if 
they remain with your shilling, a student can compro-
mise however if you go there for a meal with money less 
a shilling or two you will never get the meal you wanted. 
On behalf of all comrades who take most of their meals 
in the mess.



for coming
                              list of school that were present during 

                            the career week

1.Apostolic Carmel Girls
2.Aquinas High School
3.Arabuko Forest High School
4.Arama High School
5.Archbishop Ndingi Sec School
6.Babra Diani School
7.Bahati Girls (Nakuru)
8.Bethlehem Senior School
9.Bookshine Secondary School
10.Bristar Girls
11.Broadway High School
12.Bura Girls High School
13.Chuka Girls High School
14.Chuluni Girls’ High School
15.Consolata Girls High School
16.Dedan Kimathi High School
17.Dr. Kiano Boys High School
18.Dr. Ribeiro Parklands
19.Emitik Girls Secondary School
20.Endarasha Boys High School
21.Enoomatasiani Girls Sec School
22.Equator Boys High School
23.Gakhanjiru High School
24.Garden Estates Sec School
25.Gathanji Secondary School
26.Gathirimu Girls Sec School
27.Gathiru Secondary School
28.Gatitu Girls Sec School
29.Gatitu Mixed Sec School
30.Gatundu High School
31.Gatunguru Secondary School
32.General Chiwa Secondary
33.Getarwet Girls High School
34.Giakabei Secondary School
35.Giakanja Boys High School
36.Gikurune Girls High School
37.Githunguri Girls High School
38.Gitura Secondary School
39.Hiomas Aquinas High School
40.Hospital Hill High School
41.Igandene High School
42.Ihwagi Secondary School
43.Ikuu Boys Secondary School
44.Ikuu Girls Secondary School
45.Isiolo Girls’ High School
46.Ithanga Secondary School
47.Iviani Secondary School
48.Kabale Boys High School
49.Kabartegan High School
50.Kaganda Secondary School
51.Kaharo Girls Sec School
52.Kaharo Secondary School
53.Kahawa Secondary School
54.Kairi Boys High School
55.Kambiti Secondary School
56.Kamiri High School
57.Kamothai Girls Sec School
58.Kamunyaka Kiumu Sec School
59.Kangaru Girls High School
60.Kanjuri Girls High School
61.Kanjuri High School
62.Kaptumek Secondary School
63.Karaba Boys Secondary School
64.Karama Boys Secondary School
65.Karangare Secondary School
66.Karinga Girls Secondary School
67.Karuti Girls Secondary School
68.Kasue Secondary School
69.Kathaka Secondary School
70.Kathera Boys Sec School

71.Katheri Boys High School
72.Kathethia Girls Sec School
73.Kayole South High School
74.Kiaguthu Boys High School
75.Kiambu High School
76.Kiamworia Sec School
77.Kianderi Girls Sec School
78.Kiaragana Girls High School
79.Kibiru Girl’s High School
80.Kibutha Girls’ Sec School
81.Kigumo Bendera High School
82.Kiine Girls Secondary School
83.Kimunyu Secondary School
84.Kiplombe Secondary School
85.Kiranga Secondary School
86.Kirimunge Secondary School
87.Kirogo Boys Secondary School
88.Kiru Boys High School
89.Kitale School
90.Kitamaiyu Secondary School
91.Kiurani Secondary School
92.Kiwalwa Secondary School
93.Koma Hill Girls High School
94.Koma Raruch Sec School
95.Komo Mixed Sec School
96.Korongoi Girls Seco School
97.Kyondoni Girls Sec School
98.Limuru Girls School
99.Longisa High School
100.Machad Secondary School
101.Magadi Secondary School
102.Makwa Boys High School
103.Maliku Girl’s Secondary School
104.Mamba Secondary School
105.Mang’auni Secondary School
106.Maragua Ridge Secondary School
107.Mariiri Secondary School
108.Mary Mount Secondary School
109.Mavoko High School
110.Mawa Girls High School
111.Mawingo Secondary School
112.Mbooni Girls High School
113.Mbugiti Secondary School
114.Meteitei Boys Secondary School
115.Meteitei Boys Secondary School
116.Moi Amalo Secondary School
117.Moi Girls Kamangu
118.Moi Girls Secondary School-MBT
119.Moi High School- Kabarak
120.Moi High School-Kaplamai
121.Moi Siongiroi Girls High School
122.Moindabi Secondary School
123.Molo Academy
124.Molo Secondary School
125.Muhu Secondary School
126.Mukurwe Secondary School
127.Mukurweini Boys High School
128.Mumbi Girls Secondary School
129.Munoru Highlands Sec School
130.Munyu Boys High School

131.Munyu Girls’ Sec School- Thika
132.Munyu High School
133.Murera Secondary School
134.Muruguru Girls High School
135.Muruka Secondary School
136.Musa Gitau Girls
137.Muthale Girls Secondary School
138.Muthambi Girls High School
139.Muthiga Girls
140.Muti Secondary School
141.Mutitu Secondary School
142.Mutungulu Girls’ High School
143.Mwaani Girls High School
144.Mweiga Secondary School
145.Mweru High School
146.Najile Secondary School
147.Nakuru Girls’ High School
148.Naromoru Girls
149.Nasile Boys High School
150.Natere Secondary School
151.Nduluku Secondary School
152.Ndundu Secondary School
153.Ngecha Girls High School
154.Nginda Mixed Sec School
155.Ngunuini Secondary School
156.Njega Boy’s High School
157.Njorua High School
158.Nkubu High School
159.Noonkopir Girls’ Sec School
160.Nyangwa Boys High School
161.Ofafa Jericho Secondary School
162.Olbutyo Boys High School
163.Olbutyo Girls High School
164.Olenguruone Township Sec School
165.Olooseus Girls Secondary
166.Ossen High School
167.Our Lady of Mercy Sec School
168.Poiywek Secondary School
169.Riamukurwe Secondary School
170.Riara Springs Secondary School
171.Rosoga Secondary School
172.Ruai Girls Secondary School
173.Ruaraka High School
174.Rungiri High School
175.S.A Joytown Sec School-Thika
176.S.A.Gategi Day Secondary School
177.Sacho High School
178.Sasumua Secondary School
179.Senior Chief Koinange H. School
180.Siakago Boys High School
181.Solai Boys Secondary School
182.Sosiot Girls Secondary School
183.St. Annes Girls High School
184.St. Anthony’s Secondary School
185.St. Clares Elburgon
186.St. Clares High School
187.St. Clares Lwange-Kitui
188.St. Francis Mangu
189.St. Francis Upperhills School
190.St. James Kegonge Sec School

191.St. Joseph High School
192.St. Joseph Iriamulai Sec School
193.St. Joseph’s Chakol Sec School
194.St. Joseph’s Githu Sec School
195.St. Josep’s Junior Seminary
196.St. Lukes Boys H.School-Kimilili
197.St. Lukes’ Yatta Secondary 
School
198.St. Marys Girls Igoji
199.St. Mathias Sec School- Busia
200.St. Patrick Secondary School
201.St. Pauls High School-Kevote
202.St. Peter’s High School-Mumias
203.St. Teresa Girls Kithimu
204.St. Vincent Maragi
205.St. Xaviers Girls High School
206.Stepping Stone Senior School
207.Tala Girls High School
208.Tambach High School
209.Tenges Boys High School
210.Tenwek High School
211.Thika High School
212.Tiwi Mixed Secondary School
213.Uthiru Girls High School
214.Utumiashi Academy
215.Waita Secondary School
216.Wamba Boys
217.Wamwangi Secondary School
218.Wamy High School
219.Wang’uru Girls Secondary 
School
220.Watuka Boys
221.Watuka Mixed
222.Wonderland Secondary School
223.Yumbisye Secondary School

THANK
YOU

KENYATTA UNIVERSITY
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By Amos Wasike

Since time immemorial, the human species has been a creature 
that has never settled for less than what their minds perceive and 
their heart desires. They have always tried to imagine beyond the 
status quo in pursuit of a greater kind of life. This has more often 
than not been for the greater majority.

Studies have shown that at least 5% of the world’s total popula-
tion in every generation are potential inventors, innovators and 
entrepreneurs. Majority have been inspired to venture into busi-
ness due to the monetary gains that come along with the deals, 
but it has taken passion and commitment to keep the ball rolling.

Money has always been the gravitational force and engine of 
most enterprises, but the cohesion power always lies within the 
individual. This talent or gift, has been the definitive line be-
tween success and failure of two enterprises, based on the same 
idea and facing the same challenges, but one is driven by market 
trends, while the other thrives on passion.

People will always dream of things that lie close to their hearts 
and more often than not, they will always want to associate with 
them in reality. The natural gift  is that they translate into price-
less enterprises which thrive simply because each moment of 
their life is focused on what they do and they are always thinking 
of how to make it even better. Coupled with the dynamic trends 
over time, they always come up with a solution to the standing 
problems, which is the basic idea behind an enterprise.
Examples of such individuals include, but are not limited to, 
Thomas Edison, Karl Benz, Richard Branson, Aliko Dangote 
and Manu Chandaria. In fostering enterprises, every generation 
has had its own form of technology that has aided in growing 
whichever form of venture there is. From the Stone Age period, 
through the Agrarian and Industrial Revolutions up to this 
Post-Modern Era, technology has been applied in form of tools, 
machinery and communication models to make it easy to handle 
various aspects of businesses and life in general.

In this 21st Century, technology can be said to have a whole new defini-
tion which ranges from heating food in an oven, to having long distance 
face-to-face conversations in real time. Coupling talent with innovation 
and technology to boost start-ups, SME’s and large corporates, is the best 
gift that humankind could ask for. Talent has always inspired innovation, 
while innovation has laid the icing on the cake, technology. Hence, it all 
begins with me and you. Remember, if it has to be, then let it be now, 
there is no other time.

The writer is a second year student in the school of Public Health, 
Kenyatta University.

DID
YOU
KNOW
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By Ndubai Nicholas

Having a passion is as essential as the degree you are doing. Passion is what you like doing most and what you will always be 
happy and at ease to do without compromise.  Here are some of the steps that you need to take in order to develop a fulfilling 
passion in your life

1.Identify your passion (your are of interest)
The first question you need to ask yourself when identifying the area of your interest is

• Why are you passionate about what you want?
• What is the relationship between your passion and your daily life?
• What impact is it likely to bring to the world?
• Are other people passionate about your passion or what should you do to convince them to have passion in your pas-

sion? Having done that and satisfactorily ANSWERED those questions in your mind and heart, go for that thing that you 
have identified?

2Nurse your passion
Now that you know where your interest lies, it’s the right time that you do what it takes to make your interest a habit in your life. 
It takes 21 daysto develop a new character, they say. Practice as well makes perfect. You cannot become what you want by not 
practicing it on daily basis.

3.Have a goal (purpose)
They say ‘before you decide to join the dots, you need to have dots to join’ .In the similar vein, you can’t nurture something that 
you don’t have an objective on. Ask yourself why you need to commit your energy to that thing and then go for it.

4.Have mentors and network
Mentorship is like funding of an enterprise in its early stages. Having a person you can consult in times of need is very im-
portant for it will help you grow business wise and you will outsmart other people in the market because they will give you 
invaluable insights that no one else could ever give you. Create connections with people you share the same passion with, attend 
seminars and workshops  that will benefit you. Get contacts of other people you think might help you.
All these combined one basket will ultimately lead you to your dream.

The Writer is a fourth year student in the School of Business, Kenyatta University and a member of the organizing committee for Career Week 
2016.
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MY SON
By Lempaa Leiyan

I don’t understand,
But to you it seems a trivial...
As you go there elated and in a euphoric man-
ner
Ladies’ clothes in pieces,
 Men’s dog not in peace.
One inch dressing
A millimeter on the chest with cleavage on show 
off
Shoes that can’t stand alone,
Making them walk like injured giraffes,
Where the cohesion of legs is long gone-
Making my son her walking stick.
My son, I don’t understand.

You bend over to the tunes while
The place to bend over is the shamba tilling...
They shake what their mother gave them.
The only thing to shake is the gourd of fer-
mented milk!
To concoction it with herbs,
You wriggle like a snake
Did I seed one?
I used to jump with a bell harnessed in my legs
And make them wiggle! Wiggle! Wiggle! and 
jiggle...
Without touching my toes ;
 I was still the star with a twinkle.

My son, I still don’t understand don’t under-
stand.

     DODO.
    Embe dodo limejificha mchangani, walafi wamelipeleka kichakani,
    Wenye shibe wanaepuka kisirani, sababu wametosheka na burudani,

                    Heri kula embe tosa kuliko dodo.

Utamu wa dodo mwasema hadharani, wasifu wake mwasoma kibaraz-
ani,
  Wengine walitetea mahakamani, mwisho wa mwaka latuliza matangani

                    Heri kula embe tosa kuliko dodo.

  Hili dodo thamani yake ukubwani, dodo twalila latutia matatani,
     Raha yake hatukufahamu utotoni, tuliogopa tusiende motoni,

                    Heri kula embe tosa kuliko dodo.

  Nikilitabasamu dodo kwa makini, naona buu likitembea huko ndani,
      Afadhali niende zangu kanisani, nitubu yanayonizonga fikirani,

                       Heri kula embe tosa kuliko dodo.

Francis Maina Macharia B.Ed(Arts) (Hons) (Kenyatta University).

Mwanafunzi wa uzamili chuo Kikuu cha Kenyatta(+254726838634).
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Book Review: Youth Unemployment in Kenya-The Ticking Time 
Bomb
By Nellie Cellynne
In a country of great employment uncertainty, it is always a worry among the youth 
of the job which they will land in after graduation. This worry of uncertain future is 
so great that the youth are always in a state of paranoia as they pursue their Careers. 
This has been rated by Opinion Polls as one of the greatest worries among the Kenyan 
people. 
However, amidst the intense worry lie solutions though packaged in different forms. 
So, what can be done to solve this situation? Is it Entrepreneurship, or is it in the em-
ployment sector. This book, brings together 21 authors from different fields of expertise 
bringing to the fore the situation as it is and suggesting ways to solve it. Let’s take Judy 
Chege for instance. According to her, the problem is not with the youth, or even un-
availability of the jobs but a mismatch in the needs of the Employers and the provision 
of the youth. She suggests that the best way to bridge this disconnect is to enhance soft 
skills among students which can be carried out not only by the Institutions of Higher 
Learning but all stakeholders in the sector. 
Each page, of this Longhorn Published  Researched Book offers a solution for the 
menace. Indeed, if only all stakeholders took heed of the suggested solutions, perhaps 
the unemployment story would have been told differently. A good read indeed for the 
youth and all stakeholders.






